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Each Morning of the World #04 

South American PhoNographic Mornings  #20/20 

~ Chacaltaya ~ Bolivia   ~ 
«  Tube Éolien  » 

Félix Blume 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

 

On the top of the mountain, the wind is howling in the old installation of the ski 
station of Chacaltaya, Bolivia. The station was the highest in the world, at 5300m, 
and stops a few years ago, because of the smelting of the ice (du to global 
warming). The ski lift cable and its post are still there and the wind sing in it. 

 Recorded in February 2014 on the top of Chacaltaya Mountain, above La Paz, 
Bolivia, during the shooting of the documentary film “Samuel in the clouds” 
http://samuelintheclouds.com/ 

GPS: -16.3513445,-68.1336841 
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Félix Blume  (Narbonne, France, 1984) is a sound artist and sound engineer.  

He currently works and lives between Mexico and France.  
His personal work is based on field-recordings using sound as a basic material, in sound pieces, videos, 

actions and installations. He works with communities in the public space. In his pieces, he blurs the line 

between sounds and music by changing noise in sounds that eventually sheds a new light on the 

perception of the surrounding sounds. The particularity of his work is that the audio and visual aspect are 

closely intertwined. As a sound collector, he has a large sound library recorded from different parts of the 

world that he freely shares on the Internet.  
He has participate in exhibitions in Spain, Mexico, Chile, France, Germany and Belgium. His sound pieces 

were broadcast in galleries and radios from all over the world: Arte Radio (FR), Kunst Radio (AT), 

Deutschland Radio Kultur (DE), Radio Nacional de España (ES), Phaune Radio (FR),    ABC Radio (AU), 

Radio Panik (BE), Radio Grenouille (FR) among others, as well as in different spaces such as Centre 

Pompidou y Musée d’Orsay. His work Los Gritos de México was granted the “Pierre Schaeffer” prize in the 

French festival Phonurgia (Paris) and an honorific mention in the Bienal de Radio in Mexico City.  
His work as sound engineer focuses on sound recording, sound design for documentaries, feature films 

and video art, collaborating with different directors and visual artists as Francis Alÿs among others. He 

graduated from INSAS Film School in Belgium and an Audiovisual Technician Brevet in France. He also 

gave workshops in France, Mexico, Italy and Belgium. 
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Soundcloud https://soundcloud.com/felixblume 

Facebook https://www.facebook.com/felixblume 

Twitter https://twitter.com/felixblume 

Freesound http://www.freesound.org/people/felix.blume/ 

Vimeo https://vimeo.com/felixblume 
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Instagram https://www.instagram.com/felix____blume/ 
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